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Abstract
As the world continues to globalize, business and academia have begun to take a different form
of response to these changes. No longer are researchers restricted to localized education or
publication outlets. Journals publications, methods used, and topics researched are heavily influenced by the training researchers receive during their doctoral program. Research conducted
in Asia has displayed a strong influence from western culture resulting from top researchers at
business schools in Asia obtaining their terminal degrees in the North America. However, Asian
research appears entangled between developing theory in local context and international requirements for publication. The current research evaluates the educational background influencing top researchers throughout Asia. A discussion of the implications due to Western influence
on Asia is provided along with recommendations for knowledge sharing and increasing diversity
among from a multinational and global perspective.
Keywords: Multinational Diversity, Research Influence, Information Systems Research, CrossCultural Studies, Asian Research.
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Introduction
The twenty-first century has presented people
with a world that is no longer lived in isolation
with an increase in multicultural identities and
thinking (Fang, 2010). As the world continues
to globalize, business and academia have
begun to take a different form of response to
these changes. The objective of this research
is to discuss research efforts being conducted
in Asia and their contributions towards a
global effort of knowledge creation and theoretical development.
Research conducted in Asia has displayed a
strong influence from western culture due to
many top researchers at business schools in
Asia obtaining their terminal degrees in the
North America and maintaining closes ties to
the research communities in which they were
trained (Meyer, 2006). While researchers
globally can benefit from the work done in
Asia by benchmarking established western
paradigms
in
cross-cultural
studies
(Ramaswamy, 2007), additional benefits can
also be seen through the development of new
theories in Asian context (White, 2002). Asia
is full of rich philosophical contexts that could
prove inspirational for theoretical development that is beneficial in a global research
environment (Fang, 2010). However, Asian
research appears entangled between developing theory in local context and international
requirements for publication (Meyer, 2006).
For Asian research to progress, scholars at
Asian universities must incorporate a global
perspective and establish a role of knowledge
creators (Ramaswamy, 2007). Established
research must not only be applied within
Asian contexts, but new theories should be
developed from the Asian perspective and
then applied in western societies. A two-way
research channel should be established
where both research communities can grow
and learn together.
To demonstrate benefits of theories developed in Asian countries, management techniques in the Japanese automobile industry
can be evaluated. Beginning around 1950,
Toyota automobile manufacturer in Japan development a new production technique la44

beled as lead production (Katayama and
Bennett, 1996). This lead to intensifying competition among international competitors leaving concerns about the competitiveness of US
automobile producers at the time (Lieberman
et al, 1990). Japanese manufacturers developed means for producing automobiles more
efficiently with fewer people while maintaining
lower inventory levels than American manufacturers (Womack et al, 1990). These new
techniques, such as just-in-time (JIT), total
quality management (TQM) and total productive maintenance (TPM) revolutionized the
future of manufacturing around the world.
Japanese theory for knowledge creation
tapped into the insights and intuition of individual employees to capture tacit knowledge
and for use throughout the organization as
opposed to the information processing of
quantifiable information typically adopted by
western management (Nonaka, 1991). As
seen here, western research could gain considerable insight and knowledge from theoretical developments based on Asian business
perspectives. Creating a two way channel for
research could prove beneficial for the global
academic community.
The current research begins by describing the
process of a theoretical contribution and
knowledge creation as understood from a
western perspective and Chinese philosophical prospective. Then a theoretical perspective of diversity is discussed to show the benefits of multicultural research. These sections
assist in providing an understanding of how
research from an Asian perspective can
benefit the global academic community. The
next section evaluates western influences on
Asian researchers by evaluating top universities in several Asian countries to determine
where researchers obtained their terminal degree. The results of the literature review and
researcher information are then discussed to
offer insight on how to further advance Asian
research and knowledge creation in a global
research environment. Local researchers in
Asian countries could offer valuable insight
that could prove beneficial to the global community in gaining a stronger understanding of
the Asian region (Ramaswamy, 2007). Finally,
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closing remarks will be included within the
conclusion section of the current research.

Theoretical Contributions and
Knowledge Creation
When submitting papers to academic journals,
authors are asked to give a clear statement
describing the contribution of their work to the
existing body of knowledge (DeSanctis, 1993).
In order to define what a contribution of
knowledge is, one must first have an understanding of knowledge. Forms of knowledge
can be distinguished in terms of the logical
features and truth criteria of the propositions
with which they are primarily concerned (Hirst,
1993). Knowledge can be acquired through
personal experiences or sources of truth such
as a book, school, or television program.
The Chinese continuum logic describes man
as in nature and of nature by stating that man
strives to achieve harmony and balance in
reflexive self-awareness between distinctions
as products and an awareness of distinguishing as process. Knowledge is basically fulfilling the desire to understand our environment and creating harmony in our minds. We
must contribute and build upon our
knowledge and understanding in order to
build harmony (Benesch, 2002). This balance
is what drives research and our pursuit to expand our own personal knowledge as well as
knowledge of our discipline. The Chinese
Continuum logic states that there are at least
five aspects of knowledge (Benesch, 2002).
1. Knower Aspect
2. Known Aspect
3. Knowing Aspect
4. Knowledge Aspect
5. Perspective Aspect
The “Knower Aspect” refers to the person obtaining the knowledge such as the observer,
interpreter, definer, or the explainer. This
would be equivalent to a researcher who is
gathering information and writing a paper for

publication. The “Known Aspect” relates to
the information collected such as observed,
interpreted, defined, or explained knowledge.
This leads to the creation of knowledge and
the theories that will be used in the research.
The “Knowing Aspect” refers to the process of
observing, interpreting, defining, or explaining
processes. This consists of the methodologies used in research to confirm or falsify the
theories that are being tested.
The
“Knowledge Aspect” is related to the observations, interpretations, definitions, or explanations of the information found. This information equates to the results used to explain
or interpret the finding from the research. The
“Perspective Aspect” is what was emphasized
or de-emphasized, assumed, rejected, included, or excluded. This information is usually referred to in the discussion of the research paper either accepting or rejecting the
hypotheses made from the introduction.
The western view of knowledge creation and
the Chinese continuum logic both include a
process of generating new knowledge, measuring, and testing that knowledge. Within the
discipline of MIS, research is cited as making
two distinct contributions to society, the creation of new knowledge and the dissemination
of knowledge for application (Dennis, 2001).
The creation and growth of knowledge can be
described as knowledge exploration while the
application of knowledge can be referred to
as knowledge exploitation. Weiss (1979) developed a model for research utilization describing how research progresses from exploration to exploitation. Research progresses
through a series of events beginning with the
theoretical development that is formed
through basic and applied research and ending with the development and application of
research. Research methods used for exploratory research can be divided into two categories identified as theory creating and theory
testing (Jarvinen, 2000). Hence, exploration
consists of theory development, measurement, and testing. Knowledge creation over
time tends to follow two patterns of development known as normal science and revolutionary science (Kuhn, 1970). Normal science
is an addition to knowledge that results in
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growth of a theory that was previously known,
also known as theory building. Revolutionary
science involves discoveries that cannot be
accommodated within the concepts previously
known causing a paradigm shift in the way we
think. As theory is developed and built upon,
it follows this pattern where there is incremental growth at times mixed in with major advances in theory development until eventually
the theory is exhausted. Figure 1 depicts the
life cycle of theoretical development as it progresses from development to exhaustion.
Reviewing contributions to theoretical development from Asia related research, it has
been shown that most research adopts paradigms establish is Western based research
(Fang, 2010). Therefore, contributions made
by Asian-related cross-cultural research
would likely be categorized as theoretical exploitation with application in Asian contexts
rather than exploration and theoretical development. While scholars can benefit from theory application and benchmarking western
paradigms with various regions of Asia
(Ramaswamy, 2007) it is argued that scholars
should begin shifting their efforts towards developing new theories (Fang, 2010; Meyer,
2006; White, 2002). Rich traditions and histo-

ry have shaped the cultures of many Asian
countries creating a collective society that differs from the individualist perspective of many
western countries.
While Asian countries have benefited from the
research conducted in the west, the global
community could stand to learn just as much
from Asian based theoretical development. It
is argued that Asian researchers should increase their self-confidence in developing
theoretical contributions addressing challenges faced within their own communities (Fang,
2010; Meyer, 2006) become creators of global knowledge (Ramaswamy, 2007).

Theoretical Perspective of Diversity
Hofstede (2007) gives a view of cultural differences posing diversity as a potential problem with possible ramifications of cultural discord requiring mitigation of cultural conflict.
However, there are instances where cultural
diversity is advantageous leading to idea
generation and knowledge creation. Diversity
is often referred to as “any differences in attributes that lead to perceptions that one individual is different from another” (Jackson,
1992; Triandis et al, 1994; Williams, 1998).

Exploration
Theoretical
Development

Measurement

Exploitation
Testing

Application

Exhaustion

Theoretical
Development
Over Time

Figure 1 – Theoretical Development Life Cycle
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Table 1 – Theoretical Perspectives of Diversity
Diversity Attributes

Effects

Similarity-Attractive Paradigm

Values, Attitudes, Beliefs, Cultural Background, Ideological Beliefs

Negative view of
diversity

Self and Social Categorization

Race, Ethnicity, Gender, Age, Religion,
Sexual Orientation, Physical Abilities,

Negative view of
diversity

Job Title, Tenure
Information Processing

Education, Functional Knowledge, Expertise, Skills, Experience, Information Abilities, Training, Networks

These differences can be attributed to such
factors as age, gender, race ethnicity, functional background, education, and tenure
(Jackson et al, 2003; Milliken and Martins,
1996; Williams, 1998). Positive views of diversity contend that society can benefit from
diversity in terms of economic development
(Thomas and Darnton, 2006) and economic
productivity (Ottaviano and Peri, 2004). The
negative view of diversity discusses the adverse effects on performance among members within a group (Guzzo and Dickson,
1996; Milliken and Martins, 1996; Williams,
1998).
To acquire a better understanding of diversity,
the three primary theoretical perspectives of
diversity will be discussed: similarity-attraction
paradigm, self and social categorization, and
information processing (Mannix and Neale,
2005). First, Similarity-attraction states that
individuals seek out others with similarities to
them and that attraction is high among individuals who share similarity in attitudes (Byrne, 1971), socioeconomic background (Byrne
et al, 1966), competency (Baskett, 1973), or
social activities (Werner and Parmelee, 1979)
and attraction was low among dissimilar individuals (Rosenbaum, 1986). This poses a
negative view towards diversity excludes others that do not contain similar characteristics.
Next is self and social categorization containing the theory that race, ethnicity, gender, religion, tenure, etc., play a role in the development of groups and social structures (Mannix
and Neale, 2005). Within this category of diversity, individual’s role or position within the
group or society determines if they are percei-

Positive view of
diversity

ved positively or negatively. This poses a
negative view of diversity when members of
one category view themselves as superior
over others who are different. The third perspective of diversity, information processing,
focuses on the intellectual differences among
individuals such as education, experiences,
knowledge, and expertise (Jehn et al, 1999;
Mannix and Neale, 2005). Information processing has typically focused on the impact
that information diversity has on the social
and cognitive processes of groups (Pitcher
and Smith, 2000; Priem et al, 1999) in terms
of the benefits gained from information, educational background, functional background,
or expertise (Ancona and Caldwell, 1992;
Winquist and Larson, 1998). This offers a
positive view of diversity, creating an atmosphere that will increase group performance
(Jehn et al, 1999; Mannix and Neale, 2005).
Table 1 lists the theoretical perspectives of
diversity along with the diversity attractive and
effects derived from the literature.
By applying the theoretical perspectives of
diversity to the field of MIS, we can identify
opportunities for advancement through information processing. To garner the benefits of
information diversity, it is crucial that members of the group encompass heterogeneous
knowledge, experiences, and perspectives
(Gruenfeld et al, 1996) in order to stimulate
thinking and advance knowledge. Diversity in
knowledge stimulates and enhances creativity
among members in a group leading to innovative solution and the pursuit of new information (Jehn, 1995; Levine et al, 1993). With
prevalent globalization of business and aca-
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demics in modern society, the next logical
step is to promote cross-border research
agendas (Ramaswamy, 2007). While it may
be argued that diversity exists within the MIS
having many authors from Asian countries
publishing in the top journals, much of the
work conducted is strongly influenced by
Western academic agendas where these researchers studied. By incorporating the rich
philosophical and institutional contexts deeply
rooted within Asian societies, new ideas and
inspiration can be found further advancing
theory development from a global perspective
(Fang, 2010). With most scholarly discourse
having been conducted in English, many academic communities in non-English speaking
countries experience low levels of internationalization (Xu, 2009). A two-way exchange
between scholars in Asia and western countries must be encouraged to facilitate the integration of knowledge from each region
(Ramaswamy, 2007). Translating theories
and creating open forums for sharing context
based research are the first step to creating a
pool of knowledge that can benefit the global
academic community.

Western Influence on Research in Asia
It has been argued that the majority of western focuses research in Asian research is attributed to scholars who have been trained at
academic institutions in the west and maintained a strong focus on this type of research
(Meyer, 2006). To evaluate the influence that
western institutions possess on Asian researchers, the current research accumulates
data from the top university in several Asian
countries and aggregates the number of IS
professors at each university to assess where
they obtained their terminal degree. This creates a basis for assumptions that western institutions influence the research produced in
Asian countries by showing the foundation of
their formal training. To create a comparison
between researchers in American and researchers in Asia, top universities in the United States and Canada were also evaluated to
show where professors at these institutions
obtained their terminal degree. The universities selected for this study were obtained from
several sources including research articles
48

evaluating and ranking universities based on
research activity (Athey and Plotnicki, 2000;
Chau and Kuan, 2007; Lee and Liang, 2007;
Lee and Yoo, 2007; Liu and Liu, 2005;
Mudambi et al, 2008; Tan and Chan, 2007;
Yonezawa et al, 2002; Venkatesh, 2011). The
website of each university included in the current study was explored to accumulate the
number of IS faculty at each institution and
the region where they obtained their terminal
degree. For validity purposes, several universities were randomly selected for a recount to
ensure the data were accurate. Data collected
from North American and Asian university will
be evaluated separately to elucidate the influence of research being conducted based on
the location of training.

North America
Research conducted in North America typically focuses on the IT artifact and humancomputer interactions, (Galliers and Whitley,
2007) consisting of quantitative techniques
with empirical results for evaluation (Chen
and Hirschheim, 2004; Walsham, 1995). It
has been shown that researchers in the U.S.
most commonly publish their work in American journals (Galliers and Meadows, 2003).
This inclination is prognosticated because researchers in the North America obtain their
terminal degrees at North American institutions where they learn the skills required to
publish in American journals. Based on this
assumption, it was predicted that the majority
of professors in the U.S. and Canada obtained their Ph.D. at North American institutions and continue to work in America upon
completion of their terminal degree. To verify
this assumption, a list of the top IS schools in
North America was obtained based on research productivity (Athey and Plotnicki, 2000,
Venkatesh, 2011) in order to evaluate where
their faculty obtained their terminal degrees.
Data about faculty members from each university was obtained by visiting the website of
each university, which is current as of summer 2012. Table 2 displays the results of our
findings from selected American institutions in
alphabetical order displaying the location in
which each professor obtained their terminal
degree.
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Table 2 – North American Institutions and Location of Terminal Degree
University
Carnegie Mellon University
Georgia State University
M.I.T. (Sloan)
New York University
Queens University
University of Arizona (Eller)
University of British Columbia
University of Georgia
University of Maryland
University of Minnesota
University of Texas-Austin
University of Western Ontario
Total

# of Faculty
6
18
N/A*
13
7
20
9
11
13
11
11
7
126

Terminal Degree From
North America
Europe
5
1
16
2
--13
0
7
0
20
0
8
0
11
0
13
0
11
0
11
0
7
0
122
3

Other
0
0
-0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1

N/A* - Unable to get faculty Ph.D. information from university website

Lecturers and doctoral students were excluded from the study due to not having completed their terminal degree to date and still in the
process of being trained. The results show
that 122 out of 126 (96.8%) researchers in
North America obtained their terminal degrees in America. Since professors working
in American institutions both study and work
in America, they are heavily influenced to
publish predominantly quantitative research.
While quantitative methods used to publish in
American journals is the primary focus of
North American institutions, some university
are beginning to offer quality research course
to educate students in various methods.
However, there is still much progress to be
made in regards to diversity in North American IS research.

Continental Asia Countries
Each country throughout Asia has some influence from universities across Europe and
North America by the training their faculty received during their doctoral program. The
Chinese and Japanese MIS education is not
as heavily influenced by American institutions,
relative to that of Hong Kong, Singapore,
South Korea and Taiwan who demonstrate

being influenced strongly by North America.
To evaluate the influence that American universities potentially have on researcher in
Asia, several universities throughout continental Asia were evaluated to determine the
location where researchers obtained their
terminal degree. The universities included in
this study were obtained from publications
and university rankings that identified the top
universities in the Asia Pacific region (Bestmasters, 2012; Chau and Kuan, 2007; Lee
and Liang, 2007; Lee and Yoo, 2007; Liu and
Liu, 2005; Mudambi et al, 2008; Tan and
Chan, 2007; Yonezawa et al, 2002, Venkatesh, 2011). Using the list of top universities obtained for each country, the website of
each university was visited to aggregate the
number of IS faculty and where they obtained
their terminal degree. Table 3 displays a succinct view of each country included in the
study for continental Asia, displaying the
summaries of all universities for each country
and the percentage of professors who obtained their terminal degrees in each region.
The number in parentheses next to the country name represents the number of universities included in the study for each respective
country.
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Table 3 – Continental Asia and Location of Terminal Degree
Country
China (5)
Hong Kong (4)**
India (4)
Japan (1)
Singapore (3)
South Korea (6)
Taiwan (8)

Total
56
54
33
12
82
34
142

Home*
#
%
36
64.29
6
11.11
16
48.49
12
100
10
12.20
4
11.76
28
19.72

Terminal Degree From
North America
Europe
#
%
#
%
15
26.79
1
1.78
38
70.37
4
7.41
15
45.45
1
3.03
0
0
0
0
55
67.07
10
12.20
30
88.24
0
0
101
71.13
9
6.34

Other
#
4
6
1
0
7
0
4

%
7.14
11.11
3.03
0
8.53
0
2.81

( ) denotes # of institutions
* Home signifies that the professor obtained their Ph.D. in the country in which they are also teaching
** Hong Kong is a part of China, but we classified HK as a country for this western research influence.

The data shows that South Korea, Taiwan,
Singapore, and Hong Kong have the largest
percentage of faculty who received their training at North American institutions. South Korea has the most faculty who studied at American Institutions, with over 88 percent of its IS
faculty members obtaining their terminal degree in North America. India appears to be
mixed with 48 percent of faculty being trained
in India and 45 percent of faculty having degrees from North American. However, Japan
and China do not follow this trend, thus being
less influenced by western education. More
than 64 percent of IS faculty in China received their terminal degrees from Chinese
institutions while the single university in Japan
included in this study has 100 percent of its
faculty holding degrees from Japanese universities. In the case of China, there are many
Chinese who study in the United States to
become professors. However, due to lower
salaries in China, many western trained Chinese professors stayed in the US with very
few returning to China (Xu, 2009). This has
lead to a divide between western and Chinese research.
The results display overwhelming influence
from the western countries on the IS faculty in
Asian countries. Due to this Western influence, primarily North America, many Asian
countries conduct research using methods
and theories developed in American contexts
without applying them in contexts relevant to
Asian countries (White, 2002). March (2004)
argues that Chinese research can greatly

50

benefit the international research community
by applying developed theories in the Chinese context and exposing limitations of context-free ideas that reflect political or cultural
differences. This concept also holds true in
regards to all the other countries throughout
continental Asia.

Validation of Research Assumptions
While the influence of western countries on IS
faculty in Asia is apparent, further evaluation
should be done to show the influence on research productivity and publication outlet.
Previous research has evaluated university
publication performance as well as performance of researchers themselves. Clark and
Warren (2006) conducted a study evaluating
university and research performance in top IS
journals over a five year period (2001-2005).
They collected data on seven leading IS journals including Communications of the Association for Information Systems, Decision Support Systems, Information & Management,
Information Systems Research, Journal of the
Association for Information Systems, Journal
of Management Information Systems, and
MIS Quarterly. It should also be noted that the
leading journals used in the study are from
North America. Table 4 lists universities in
Continental Asia and their ranking among the
top 65 most productive universities in research output for the leading seven journals.
The universities appearing in the list of most
productive in terms of research in North
American journals is consistent with the four
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Table 4 – Top Universities that Produce the Most IS Research in Continental Asia
Rank
2
11
17
22
26
29
51
55
59

University
City University of Hong Kong
Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology
National University of Singapore
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
University of Hong Kong
Chinese University of Hong Kong
Nanyang Technological University
National Sun Yat-Sen University
Yonsei University

Country
Hong Kong
South Korea
Singapore
Hong Kong
Hong Kong
Hong Kong
Singapore
Taiwan
South Korea

Articles
38
26
22
19
18
16
12
11
11

Source: Clark and Warren (2006)

Table 5 – Top Researchers that Produce the Most IS Research in Continental Asia
Author
Robert Davison
Kar Yan Tam
Kwok-Kee Wei
Benard Tan
Thompson Teo
Sangjae Lee
Jian Ma
Ron Chi-Wai Kwok

University
City University of Hong Kong
Hong Kong University of Science and
Technology
City University of Hong Kong
National University of Singapore
National University of Singapore
Sejong University
City University of Hong Kong
City University of Hong Kong

Country
Hong Kong
Hong Kong

Articles
9
8

Hong Kong
Singapore
Singapore
South Korea
Hong Kong
Hong Kong

7
6
5
5
5
5

Source: Clark and Warren (2006)

countries in terms of educational influence
from North America. This shows a strong
presence of research in North American journals from countries heavily influenced by
North American education. An evaluation of
researchers shows similar results. Table 5
summarizes the top researchers from Continental Asia from the list of most productive
researchers in the leading seven journals.
Clark et al (2011) conducted a follow-up study
to the 2006 article evaluating university and
researcher productivity. Consistent with their
previous study, Hong Kong, Singapore, South
Korea and Taiwan are well represented
among leading IS journal publications. Data
was collected from publications in 11 leading
IS journals from 2005-2009. Table 6 summarizes the number of professors at each university and total articles published.
The list journals used for the Clark et al (2011)
study contain eight North American journals
and three from Europe. A more detailed analysis containing professors who published
seven articles or more displays 10 professors
who published a total of 88 articles. Of these

88 articles, 82 were published in North American journals and 6 were published in European journals. These results demonstrate the
educational influence of North America at the
individual level of analysis.
Another study evaluating universities and research productivity was conducted based
solely on publications in Information & Management (Palvia and Pinjiani, 2007). The top
six universities appearing in Table 4 also appear in the top 24 universities published in
I&M along with National Chiao Tung University and National Chung Cheng University from
Taiwan. Table 7 lists the prolific authors from
Continental Asia who have published in I&M
along with the most employed methodologies
from their research.
These results further demonstrate the education influence on research by showing the
methodologies employed by the researchers.
As seen here, empirical methods seem to
dominate research being conducted to further
validate the assumptions being made. If the
assumption is that researchers who study in
North America are influence by their educa-
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Table 6 – Top Universities that Produce the Most IS Research in Continental Asia
Country (University)
Hong Kong
- City University of Hong Kong
- Chinese University of Hong Kong
- University of Hong Kong
- Hong Kong U of Science and Technology
- Hong Kong Polytechnic U.
Total

Professors

Articles

6
3
2
1
1
13

35
16
16
8
7
82

Singapore
- National University of Singapore
- Singapore Management University
Total

4
1
5

37
6
43

South Korea
- Korea University
- Yonsei University
Total

1
1
2

9
6
15

Taiwan
- National Sun Yat-Sen University
- National Tsing Hua University
- National Cheng Chi University
Total

2
1
1
4

10
9
5
24

Source: Clark et al (2011)

Table 7 – Top Researchers in I&M and Their Preferred Research Methodology
Author
Vincent S. Lai
Thompson S.H. Teo
Patrick Y.K. Chau
Sangjai Lee
Kwok-Kee Wei
Heeseok Lee
Bernard C.Y. Tan
Ingoo Han
Maris G. Martinsons

University
Chinese University of Hong Kong
National University of Singapore
University of Hong Kong
KAIST
National University of Singapore
KAIST
National University of Singapore
KAIST
City University, China

Count
11
8
7
6
5
5
5
4
4

Methodology
Survey, case study
Survey, secondary data
Survey, interview
Survey, math analysis
Lab experiment, survey
Survey, case study
Field & lab experiment
Survey, math analysis
Survey, commentary

Source: Palvia and Pinjiani (2007)

tion and tend to publish in North American
journals, then an evaluation of European
journals should reveal a lack of research
stemming from countries with a North American influence. Dwivedi and Kuljis (2008)
conducted a similar study evaluating university and researcher productivity in the European Journal of Information Systems (EJIS), a
six-basket journal according to the Association of Information Systems (AIS). A list composed of the top 22 universities publishing in
EJIS from 1997-2007 contained only one uni52

versity from Continental Asia – National University of Singapore. Their list of the top 18
most productive authors only had three researchers from Continental Asia. The Continental Asian countries that are most heavily
influenced by North American education have
universities and researchers that rank among
the top in productivity among North American
journals. With the exception of the National
University of Singapore, it has been shown
that there is far less activity in European journals.
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Discussion
The world as we know it is continually shifting
towards a globalized environment changing
the way business and academia both function.
With this trend of continued globalization, it’s
only logical to promote the advancement of
globalized research agendas (Ramaswamy,
2007). The influence of western research
communities on Asian research being conducted has been well documented (Fang,
2010; Meyer, 2006; Ramaswamy, 2007;
White, 2002). Much of the cross-cultural research being conducted focuses on theories
developed from a western perspective or is
descriptive in nature. This is largely due to
many researchers from Asian countries being
trained at North American institutions and
continuing to maintain close ties to scholarly
communities and research traditions in which
they were trained (Meyer, 2006). While
benchmarking established theories from a
western perspective in Asian context is beneficial to the generalization of existing theories
(Ramaswamy, 2007), the creation of new
theories based on the rich tradition of Asian
philosophical contexts could provide inspiration for new theories that would equally benefit the global academic community (Fang,
2010; White, 2002).
The current research displayed the influence
of western training on many leading universities in Asia. A great number of professors at
leading institutions throughout Asia (especially, South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and
Singapore) obtained their terminal degree in
North America. This has equipped many researchers in Asia with the tools necessary to
conduct quality research that is publishable in
premier American journals. However, much
of the research being conducted by researchers in Asia appears to be entangled between
vacillating aspirations of local relevance and
international publications (Meyer, 2006).
Great strides have been made in the globalization of the academic community with many
professors working and conducting research
in countries other than their own. Many researchers in Asian countries have published
significant research in premier journals such
as MIS Quarterly, Information Systems Re-

search, and so on. While this work has contributed greatly to theoretical development
and the academic community, the global academic research community could gain valuable insight from research focused on theory
development within the Asian region
(Ramaswamy, 2007). To facility the continued
development of the global academic community, several recommendations can be made
based on the results found in this study.
While many Asian countries display a large
number of MIS faculty being trained in the
North America, researchers in China display a
different story. While many Chinese study in
the United States to become professors, only
a small number return to Chinese Universities
(Xu, 2009). The number of Chinese graduates returning to China and working as professors has increased over the past decade,
but this number is relatively small compared
to the number of Chinese that stay in the U.S.
taking advantage of higher salaries. Therefore, the first recommendation made for advancing the globalization of research is to
create more incentives for top researchers to
return to their country and also attract foreign
researchers to work internationally. While
creating higher wages most likely not an easy
task to accomplish, there could be other incentives to attractive top researchers, both
native and non-native, to Asian universities.
This would hold particularly true for Chinese
universities that display small numbers of
western trained academics. By increasing the
number of professors who have been trained
internationally, China and other Asian countries can create a stronger researcher community that is connected to other top researchers globally. South Korea is an example of how incentives and research grants can
be used to attract leading researchers to local
universities. For instance, Sogang University
in Korea was awarded a major research grant
named “World Class Universities” to stimulate
academic research activities (SBS News,
2011). Programs such as this could connect
leading researchers from western countries
with Asian researchers to further advance research from a global perspective and facilitate
collaboration.
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Creating a bridge between western research
communities and Asian research communities
is important for the globalization of research.
The next step is to build confidence in Asian
research to develop frameworks and theories
that address challenges faced by businesses
in their own communities (Fang, 2010; Meyer,
2006). Researchers in Asian countries have
the tools and skills required to conduct high
quality research. It is recommended that researchers in Asia embrace their place in the
global research community and focus on their
role as creators of global knowledge
(Ramaswamy, 2007). To garner the benefits
of information diversity in researcher, it is crucial that members of the group encompass
heterogeneous knowledge, experiences, and
perspectives (Gruenfeld et al, 1996) in order
to stimulate thinking and advance knowledge.
Thus far, theories developed and applied
have come from a western perspective and
applied in Asian contexts. The academic research community could benefit greatly by the
inclusion of theories developed from an Asian
perspective and applied in a western context.

the top journals to help provide support for
expanding the academic community to include Asian based research that establishes
theories within local context. Creating an MIS
Quarterly-Asia Pacific (MISQ-AP) would give
recognition to quality research being conducted in Asian countries. The Pacific Asia Journal of the Association for Information Systems
(PAJAIS) is currently supported by the Association of Information Systems (AIS) and is
positioned to help fuel this need for improved
exposure of research in Pacific Asia. However,
more efforts need to be done to give recognition to research being conducted in this region and gain more exposure. For instance,
ICIS 2011 held in Shanghai was a great forum for promoting and encouraging the globalization of research in the academic community, especially in Asia. This was the first time
ICIS was help in Asia and saw a strong turnout from many professors in the region.
AMCIS 2013 is set to include a track for research conducted in Asia to further advance
collaboration and knowledge sharing from this
region.

A third recommendation for the continued
globalization of academic research is the development Asian journals with English publications containing a reputation of high quality
comparable with American premier journals.
While many theories developed in Asian
countries could provide insight and stimulate
innovated research in the western community,
there lies a problem that this research is often
inaccessible to western researchers. Many
academics in non-English speaking countries
tend to publish their work locally in journals
using their native language. Many local journals in Asian countries are beginning to accept more papers written in English and continue to encourage authors to write papers in
English. However, these journals are relatively unknown in the international community
and the work produced often goes unknown
internationally. By creating a few Asian journals and promoting them with a reputation of
high quality and integrity, this would generate
a sufficient outlet for Asian based theories
that would be well recognized in the global
academic community. We should look toward

Conclusion

54

Upon review of the literature and findings
from the data collected, it is evident that there
is a strong influence from the western academic community on research being conducted in Asia. While the academic community
continues to globalize with researchers from
various countries around the world contributing to the existing body of knowledge, it has
been shown that the majority of researching
being conducted follows a western perspective. Applying theories developed in western
research to the context of Asian business is
beneficial to the global research community.
However, as seen from Japanese automobile
companies, western businesses can equally
benefit from the theoretical perspective and
rich traditions of Asian business and research.
To gain an understanding of knowledge creation the current research evaluated theoretical
contributions from a western perspective and
Chinese philosophy. The western view of a
contribution to knowledge and the Chinese
continuum logic both describe a process of
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generating new knowledge, measuring, and
testing knowledge. Knowledge creation is further expanded by the presence of diversity
within the information processing paradigm.
By incorporating various perspectives from
diverse individuals, idea stimulation is increased and knowledge is further expanded.
With the influx of Asian students entering the
education system in the U.S., they are able to
learn a perspective of research different than
their traditional ways of thinking that could
benefit organizations in their home country.
However, it has been argued that these researchers should build confidence to conduct
research internationally from a local perspective that could provide additional benefits to
the academic community.
The current research gives several recommendations for increasing the diversity of research and creating a two way flow of information between western research and the
research being conducted in Asian countries.
The first step is to create incentives to attract
top professors, both native and foreign, to
universities in Asia to develop research from a
local perspective. The second recommendation is to build the confidence of researchers
in Asia to develop research that is relevant to
a local perspective and publish using English
in international journals. This idea triggers the
third recommendation, which is to develop
Asian journals in English that are recognized
globally as high quality journals containing
theories developed from local contexts
through Asia. Creating an outlet for discovering new knowledge is equally as important as
creating the knowledge itself. As the future of
business continues to become more global,
so must the academic community in which
research is being conducted.
The current research has several limitations
that should be acknowledged. First, our
sample does not allow us to determine how
broadly the sample findings apply. Our data
included an evaluation of top research universities in each region. The education influence
at smaller universities and teaching institutions could be less significant. However, less
research-oriented universities could also focus more on local issues and publish primarily

in regional journals using their native language. Future research could conduct a case
study of various countries to get a better understanding of research conducted throughout the region. The second limitation is the
lack of information on publication counts from
each professor at each university. Future research could extend the current study by
evaluating the number of publications by professors at each university and publication outlets they have successfully published in. This
could give further insight about the topics,
methods, and influence of researchers in
each country. To compensate for this limitation, previous research ranking research
productivity of universities and professors was
included. While the timeframe of the research
might be a limitation due to evaluating professors prior to 2006, the results show consistency with the assumptions and data collected from the current research. Future research should conduct a more in-depth analysis of researchers, publications outlets and
research methods employed in Asia, North
America and Europe for a more complete
analysis. Another limitation is the lack of information on rewards systems that also influence research conducted in each country.
For instance, in South Korea, researchers get
credit for publishing in journals appearing in
the SSCI or SCI list. However, monetary rewards might differ for publishing in top tier
journals. Future research should evaluate
tenure requirements (i.e., academic research,
grant-related research) and reward systems in
various countries and their influence on publication outlets.
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